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CODAZZI TENSORS AND REDUCIBLE SUBMANIFOLDS

BY

IRL BIVENS

Abstract. An integral formula is derived for Codazzi tensors of type (k, k). Many

of the classical Minkowski type integral formulas then become special cases of this

one. If M is a submanifold of Euclidean space and it is a parallel distribution on M

then each leaf of m is a submanifold of Euclidean space with mean curvature

normal vector field tj. Using the above integral formula we show that the integral

of |tj|2 over M is bounded below by an intrinsic constant and we give necessary and

sufficient conditions for equality to hold. The reducible surfaces for which equality

holds are characterized and related results concerned with Riemannian product

manifolds are proved.

Parallel tensors of type (1,1) are characterized in terms of the de Rham

decomposition. It is shown that if M is irreducible and A is a parallel tensor of type

(1, 1) on M which is not multiplication by a constant then M is a Kaehler

manifold. Some further results are derived for manifolds whose simply connected

cover is Kaehler.
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1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to extend and give proofs of the

results announced in [2] concerning Codazzi tensors and reducible submanifolds of

Euclidean space.

Let (M, < )) denote a Riemannian manifold with S a tensor of type (A;, k) on

M. We say 5 G T[End Ak(TM)] provided S is alternating in the first k and in the

last k indices. As the notation suggests, at each point x G M, Sx may be identified

with an element of End AkTxM. Given S in T[End Ak(TM)] and T in

T[End AJ(TM)] we may define S * T G T[End Ak+J(TM)] by wedging the respec-

tive covariant and contravariant components of S and T. The multiplication, *, is

associative and commutative. Let V denote the Riemannian connection on the full

tensor algebra of M.

Definition 1.1. A Codazzi tensor of type (k, k) will be an element S of

T[End Ak(TM)] such that

0 = S(-iy+1(V^S)(X, /\X2 A ■ • • A*,_, A*,+, A • • • AXk+l)

for all C°° vector fields Xv X2, . . . , Xk+i on M.
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A routine computation shows that if S and T are Codazzi tensors of types (k, k)

and (j,j) respectively then S * T is a Codazzi tensor of type (k + j, k + j).

Examples, (a) Let M be an oriented hypersurface of Euclidean space with N a

unit normal vector field on M. The 'shape operator' is a tensor T of type (1, 1) on

M defined by T(X) = -VXN, where X is a tangent vector to M and V denotes the

Euclidean covariant derivative. The Codazzi equations for M imply T is a Codazzi

tensor of type (1, 1). More generally if M is a submanifold of Euclidean space and

A^ is a unit normal vector field on M which is parallel in the normal bundle then T

(defined by the same equation) is a Codazzi tensor of type (1, 1). In either case

S=Tk=T*T*  •••   * T(k times) is a Codazzi tensor of type (k, k).

(b) The curvature operators R2k G T[End A2k(TM)] are defined by (R2(X A Y),

Z A W} = (R(X, Y)Z, Wy and R2k = R2*R2* • • • * R2 (k times) where R

denotes the curvature tensor of M. The second Bianchi identity implies R2 is a

Codazzi tensor of type (2, 2) and thus R2k is a Codazzi tensor of type (2k, 2k).

Suppose M is an n dimensional compact, oriented, Riemannian manifold

without boundary and g: M —»R^ is an isometric immersion. If S1 is a Codazzi

tensor of type (k, k) then

Theorem 2.1. fM(n - k) trace S + trace S * A dV = 0 where dV denotes the

volume element of M and A is a symmetric tensor of type (1, 1) depending on the

immersion g.

By applying Theorem 2.1 to the aforementioned examples of Codazzi tensors we

recover the integral formulas of [3], [8], and [13].

If it is a C °° distribution on M which is invariant under parallel translation along

any path then it is said to be parallel. In terms of the Riemannian connection, a

distribution m is parallel iff V^ Y is tangent to tr for any C °° vector fields X and Y

on M with Y tangent to it. It immediately follows that if m is parallel then it is

integrable with totally geodesic leaves and that the distribution orthogonal to m is

also parallel. If M possesses a parallel distribution tr with 0 < dim tt < dim M then

M is said to be reducible. If no such distribution exists then M is said to be

irreducible. A complete, simply connected Riemannian manifold M is isometric to

a Riemannian product M0 X M, X • • • XMk (the de Rham decomposition)

where M0 is a Euchdean space and M, • • • Mk axe complete simply connected

irreducible Riemannian manifolds. Such a decomposition is unique up to the order

of the factors [11].

Let M and g: M —> R^ satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 with m a parallel

distribution on M. Each leaf of m is isometrically immersed into Euclidean space

by g and given p G M we denote by r\(p) the mean curvature normal vector at p

for the corresponding immersed leaf of it. Using Theorem 2.1 and an argument

originally carried out by R. Reilly [13] for the case m = TM we prove

Theorem 3.5. /w|t/|2 dV > (\, vol M)/n where X, denotes the first eigenvalue of

the Laplacian on M. Equality holds iff both M and the leaves of w are minimally

immersed into a sphere of radius R = (n/X{)l/2.
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Denote by the triple (M, g, it) a manifold M and an isometric immersion

g: M -> RN as above, with tt a parallel distribution on M. Let S denote the set of

such triples for which equality holds in Theorem 3.5. In §3 we prove a number of

results concerned with product manifolds and the class S. For example

Corollary 3.11. //(M, X M2, g, tt) G S then

(a) g splits as a product immersion g = g, X g2;

(b)(A/,,g,, LA/,)G S,/=l,2;

(c)Xl(Ml) = Xl(M2).

The triples (M, g, tt) G S with dim M = 2 and dim tt = 1 are characterized by

Theorem 3.13. // (M, g, tt) G S with dim M = 2 and dim tt = 1 then M is

isometric to the flat torus R2/a(Z2), a = 2tt/(X1)1/2, and g splits as a product

embedding of M into a 4 dimensional flat of RN. Furthermore tt is generated by the

lines of slope 1 or -1 in R2.

A particularly interesting class of Codazzi tensors is given by the space of

parallel tensors of type (1,1) on a Riemannian manifold. In Proposition 4.5 parallel

tensors of type (1,1) on a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold are

shown to be products of parallel tensors of type (1,1) on each of the irreducible

factors of the de Rham decomposition of the manifold. On an irreducible Rieman-

nian manifold M, there is a close connection between this space of parallel tensors

and the existence of a Kaehler structure for M.

Proposition 4.1. If M is irreducible and A is a parallel tensor of type (1,1) on M

then either A = aIorA=od+ BJ, a, B G R, J a Kaehler structure (depending on

A) on M.

In fact, on an irreducible Riemannian manifold the space, Z, of parallel tensors

of type (1,1) is a finite dimensional real division algebra and thus

Proposition 4.2. If M is irreducible then Z is isomorphic to one of the following:

(i) the real numbers R, (ii) the complex numbers C, (iii) the quaternions H.

If M is irreducible and either dim M is not divisible by 4 or M is not Ricci flat

then Z is at most 2 dimensional. In particular if M is Kaehler then it has a unique

(up to sign) Kaehler structure. If M is not assumed Kaehler but can be covered by

a Kaehler manifold then interesting consequences still follow.

Proposition 4.3. Let M be an n dimensional irreducible Riemannian manifold

which is covered by a Kaehler manifold.

(a) If M is compact with finite fundamental group and if either n is not divisible by

4 or M is not Ricci flat then the 4kth Betti numbers of M are nonzero.

(b) If n is not divisible by 4 and M is oriented then M is itself Kaehler.

(c) If n is divisible by 4 and M is not Ricci flat then M is oriented and is either

Kaehler or is doubly covered by a Kaehler manifold.
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As a consequence of Proposition 4.3 and a theorem of Kobayashi we have

Corollary 4.4. Let M be a compact irreducible Riemannian manifold which is

covered by a Kaehler manifold. If the Ricci tensor of M is positive definite then either

M is simply connected or ttx(M) =X/(2).

2. An integral formula for Codazzi tensors. Let M be a compact oriented n

dimensional Riemannian manifold without boundary with g: Af-» R^ an isometric

immersion. Define a symmetric tensor A of type (1,1) on M via the formula

(A(X),Z}=<ll(X,Z), Y)

where II denotes the second fundamental form of the immersion, Y is the position

vector field of M, and < , > denotes the Euclidean metric. The purpose of this

section is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. If S is a Codazzi tensor of type (k, k) on M then

f (n - k) trace S + trace(S * A) dV = 0.
JM

Two formulas for computing traces will be helpful in the proof. First, if

B G T[End Ak(TM)] is arbitrary and if / G T[End AJ(TM)] is at each point of M

the identity, then trace B * I = ("/*) trace B. Secondly, if e„ e2, . . . , en is a local

orthonormal frame with E = exf\e2f\- ■ ■ /\e„ then for B G T[End A"~\TM)],

A G T[End (TM)], trace B * A is equal to 2(A(ej) A B(Ej), e, A Ej) where Ej =

ex A e2 A • • ■ Aej-j A eJ+i A • • • Ae„.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let dV denote the volume element of M and define an

n - 1 form a on M by a = Y*™ J dV (that is a(Xx, X2.X„_x) is equal to

dV(Ytan, Xx, X2,..., Xn_x)). It is routine to show that if X is any C00 vector field

on M then V^a = [X + A(X)] J dV. Suppose first that S is a Codazzi tensor of

type (n — 1, n — 1) and consider w=a°Sasan«-l form.

**«„..., o-2(-iy+I(vX3)
- 2(-iy+1(V) • SW + 2(-1)/+1« • (VX3)-

The second sum is zero since 5 is a Codazzi tensor of type (n — 1, n — 1). Thus

Mev ...,en) = ^(-\r\ej + Aty) J dV ° S(Ej)

= S (-iy+1<ey A S(Ej), E) + 2 (-iy+'<^(e,) A 5(£y), L>

= 2 <*, A S(^), e,- A Ej} + 2 <,4(e,) A S(Ej), e,. A £y>

= trace S + trace A * S.

Since 0 = fM dw, the result follows in this case.

Suppose now that S is a Codazzi tensor of type (k, k) and let / denote the

identity element of T[End A"~k~\TM)]. Since / is parallel S * / is a Codazzi

tensor of type (n — 1, n — 1) so that 0 = /M trace S * I + trace S * A * I dV.

However trace S * I = (n — k) trace S and trace S * A * I = trace S * A.   □
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Applications, (a) Let T denote the shape operator of a compact hypersurface of

Euclidean space with ak the kth elementary symmetric function of the eigenvalues

of T. S = Tk = T * T * • •• * T(k times) is a Codazzi tensor of type (k, k) with

trace S = k\ak. Furthermore A = hT where h denotes the support function of M

so that

These are the integral formulas of Hsiung [8].

(b) Suppose N is a unit normal vector field on M which is parallel in the normal

bundle. Define a tensor T of type (1,1) by the formula (IILY, Z), N} =

(T(X), Z>. S = Tk is a Codazzi tensor of type (k, k), and using Theorem 2.1 we

recover the integral formulas of [3].

(c) Let F be a differential quadratic form which is integrable in the sense of [4].

Define a tensor 5 of type (1,1) by the formula F(X, Z) = <[S(X), Z>. Then S is a

Codazzi tensor, and letting k = I in Theorem 2.1 we recover Theorem 5 of [4]. In

terms of S this becomes

0 = f (n - 1) trace 5 + (trace 5)(trace A) - trace A ° S dV.

(d) The curvature operators R2k G T[End A2k(TM)] are defined by

(R2(X /\Y),Z/\W/ = (R(X, Y)Z, W)

and R2k = R2* R2* ■ • ■ * R2 (k times) where R = V[A-r] - [V^, Vy] denotes

the curvature tensor. The second Bianchi identity implies R2 is a Codazzi tensor of

type (2,2) and consequently R2k is a Codazzi tensor of type (2k, 2k). Therefore

0= ( (n - 2k) trace R2k + trace R2k * A dV.

These formulas are equivalent to those of Proposition 1-b of [13].

A further application of Theorem 2.1 will be given in the next section.

3. Reducible submanifolds of Euclidean space. The most elementary endomor-

phisms of a vector space are the projections. If the vector space possesses an inner

product we may restrict ourselves to the consideration of symmetric projections.

Thus it is natural to ask under what conditions a symmetric tensor P, of type (1,1)

with P ° P = P, satisfies the Codazzi equations.

Proposition 3.1. Let P be a symmetric tensor of type (1,1) on M with P ° P = P.

The following are equivalent:

(a) P is a Codazzi tensor.

(b) P is parallel (V P = 0).

(c) P is projection onto a distribution tt, with tt invariant under parallel translation

along any path (tt is parallel).

Proof, (a) implies (b). The 0 and 1 eigenspaces of P at each point define

orthogonal distributions E0 and Ex respectively on M. Let X, Y, Z, W be C°°
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vector fields on M with X, Z tangent to E0 and Y, W tangent to Ex. (VXP) Y

= VXY — P(VXY) which is equal to the component of V^Y tangent to E0. On the

other hand (VYP)X = -P(WYX) is tangent to Ex. Thus if P satisfies the Codazzi

equations then V^- Y is tangent to Ex and VYX is tangent to E0. Now <VXZ, Y"> =

-<Z, VXY} = 0 and <V YW, X) = -{W, VYX} = 0 and it easily follows that P

is parallel. (More generally if S is a symmetric Codazzi tensor of type (1,1) with

precisely two distinct eigenvalues, both of which are constant, then S is parallel.)

(b) implies (c). The eigenspaces of a parallel tensor of type (1,1) are invariant

under parallel translation along any path. Let tt be the eigenspace corresponding to

eigenvalue 1.

(c) implies (b). If X and Y are C°° vector fields with Y tangent to a parallel

distribution then VXY is also tangent to the distribution. Denote by B the

distribution orthogonal to tt. Then for Y tangent to tt, (VxP)Y = VxY - P(VXY)

= 0. Similarly, since B is parallel, (VXP) Y = 0 for Y tangent to /J. Thus P is

parallel.

(b) implies (a). Obvious.   □

A manifold which possesses a nontrivial parallel distribution is called reducible.

Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 3.1 motivate the consideration of compact reducible

manifolds isometrically immersed into Euclidean space. However, before proceed-

ing with the associated integral formulas we shall discuss briefly the codimension

of such an immersion. First of all a compact reducible manifold of dimension two

or greater cannot be isometrically immersed as a hypersurface of Euclidean space.

This is because at every point of a reducible manifold there is a 2-plane with zero

sectional curvature, while a compact hypersurface of Euclidean space possesses a

point at which all sectional curvatures are positive.

In the case of higher codimension we have the following result.

Proposition 3.2. Let M be a compact n dimensional Riemannian manifold with

TTX,TT2, . . . ,TTk mutually orthogonal parallel distributions on M such that /i, = dim 7r,

> 2 and 2 n, = n. If g: M -^>Rn+k is an isometric immersion then there exist

compact manifolds A7,, M, of dimension n, and hypersurface immersions g,: N, —»

R"l + 1, hj-. Mj —»Rn, + 1, such that the diagram below commutes:

M, X M2 X • • •  X A/fc—_
1 ~~——____A, x h2 x ■ ■ ■ xhk

Pi -~-___^

M-*-   J^$R"+*

Nx X N2 X- ■ ■  XNk—--—^T^TT x&

Furthermore p and p are Riemannian covering maps with plfTMi = w, and p^Wj =

TN,.

Proof. Assume without loss of generality that k — 2. Let (M, /: M -» M)

denote the simply connected Riemannian covering space of M. The de Rham

decomposition theorem implies that M splits as a Riemannian product Lx X L^

with fm(TL;) = ttj, i = 1, 2. Let /(L,) denote the isometry group of L, and let
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D = {4> G I(LX) X I(L2)\f ° $ = /) denote the deck group of Af. It is well known

that M is isometric to M/D. Let \f/,: D -> I(L,) denote the natural projection and

define subgroups Hi of D and G, of I(L,) by the short exact sequences

(e„ e2) -> /f2 -> Z)-> G, -> ex,       (e„ e2) -+HX^> D^> G2 -* e2.

We then have a natural inclusion D -* Gx X G2.

Theorem 2 of [12] implies g ° f: M->R"+2 splits as a product immersion and

consequently factors through the set Af / Gx X G2. However, since g ° / is locally

one-to-one it follows that G, X G2 acts freely and properly discontinuously on M.

Thus M/ Gx x G2 may be given the structure of a Riemannian manifold isometric

to Nx X N2 where A, = Lj'G,. The mapping g ° /: A/-»Rn+2 factors through

Nx X N2 as a product immersion g, X g2. M is a covering space of Nx X N2 via

M » Af/Z) -V A//G, X G2 « A, X A2. Since Af is compact the index of D in

G, X G2 is finite. Identifying Ht with its projection into G, we have an injective

mapping GJ/f, -» G, x G2/Z> so that the index of //, in G, is finite. Thus the

manifolds Af, = LJH, are compact and g»/:M->R"+2 factors through Af, X

Af2 as a product immersion hx X h2. Mx X M2 covers Af via Af, X A/2 = L,///, X

L2/H2 at M/HXH2 -*? M/D aM.   Q

The author wishes to thank Patrick Eberlein for pointing out the existence of the

covering space Mx X M2 X ■ ■ ■ X Mk.

Corollary 3.3. If in addition to the hypotheses of Proposition 3.2, g is an

embedding then M splits as a Riemannian product and g splits as a product

embedding.

Now let M be as in Theorem 2.1 with position vector field Y. If tt is a parallel

distribution on M then each leaf of w is isometrically immersed into R^ by the

restriction of g: M —> RN. Given/) G M denote by -q(p) the mean curvature normal

vector at p for the corresponding immersed leaf of tt.

Lemma 3.4. jM(j), Y}dV= -vol Af.

Proof. Let P denote projection onto the distribution orthogonal to tt. Since P is

parallel, S=Pk=P*P* ••• * P (k = n — dim tt times) is a Codazzi tensor

of type (k, k). Trace S = k\, and trace S * A = /c!(dim tt)(j], Y}. The result now

follows from Theorem 2.1.    □

Note. The conclusion of Lemma 3.4 actually holds under weaker assumptions.

Suppose that tt is a nonparallel integrable distribution with totally geodesic leaves

and the distribution orthogonal to tt is integrable with leaves which are minimal

submanifolds of Af. Let P denote projection onto the distribution orthogonal to tt.

Although P is not a Codazzi tensor, it is true that S = Pk, k = n — dim tt, is a

Codazzi tensor of type (k, k) and the argument of Lemma 3.4 may still be applied.

Let Xx denote the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian on Af. With the hypotheses of

Lemma 3.4 we have

Theorem 3.5. /w|tj|2 dV > (A, vol Af)/« with equality iff both M and the leaves of

it are minimally immersed into a sphere of radius R = (n/Xx)1^2.
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Proof. Assume without loss of generality that fM Y dV = 0. The Cauchy-

Schwarz inequalities for < , > and for integrals imply (j^lnl2 dV)(fM\ Y\2 dV) >

(vol Af)2 with equality iff 17 = cY for some constant c. Reilly [13] showed that

fM\ Y\2 dV < (n vol A/)/A, with equality iff M is minimally immersed into a sphere

about the origin of radius R = (n/Xx)1/2. Therefore if fM\rj\2 dV = (a, vol M)/n

then (1) Af is minimally immersed into a sphere of radius R = (n/Xx)i/2 and (2)

7j = cY which implies each leaf of tt is a minimal submanifold of the given sphere.

On the other hand if each leaf of tt is minimally immersed in a sphere of radius

R = (n/Xx)i/2 then tj = -(X,/«)1/2A where N denotes the outward normal to the

sphere and therefore fM|t)|2 dV = (A, vol M)/n.   □

Note, (i) Theorem 3.5 extends Reilly's Theorem A [13] for the case r = 1 to

reducible submanifolds.

(ii) R = (n/Xx)x/2 is significant in that Af cannot be minimally immersed into a

sphere of larger radius.

Corollary 3.6. Let M be a circle of radius r, isometrically immersed into RN. If k

denotes the curvature function then jM k2 dV > 2-rr/r with equality iff M is embedded

as a circle.

Proof. If tj denotes the mean curvature normal vector field of Af then |r/|2 = k2.

It is known that X, = \/r2. The result now follows from Theorem 3.5.   □

Denote by the triple (Af, g, tt) a manifold Af and immersion g: M —> RN satisfy-

ing the hypotheses of Theorem 3.5, with tt a parallel distribution on Af. Let

S = {(Af, g, tt)\ equality holds in Theorem 3.5}. Note that (A/, g, tt) G S implies

(Af, g, TM) G S where TM denotes the distribution which at each point x is just

TXM.

Proposition 3.7. Let ttx, tt2 be orthogonal nonzero parallel distributions on M with

(M, g, ttx) G S. Then (Af, g, ttx + ttJ G S iff (M, g, tt^ G S. In particular if 0 <
dim tt < dim Af then (Af, g, tt) G S iff (Af, g, B) G S where B denotes the parallel

distribution orthogonal to tt.

Proof. If 17, denotes the mean curvature normal vector field to the leaves of w,

and 17 denotes the mean curvature normal vector field to the leaves of w, + 7r2 then

V = (^1^1 + ^2T)2)/(^ci + kz) where kt = dim TTt. (M, g, ttx) G S implies 77, =

-(A,//i)1/2A, where N denotes the outward normal to the sphere. (A/, g, ttx + tt^

G S iff 17 = -(Xx/nY/2N. But this happens iff tj2 = -(Xx/n)l/2N iff (Af, g, ttJ G S.

□
A natural way of constructing manifolds with parallel distributions is by taking

Riemannian products. Suppose Af,, Af2 are compact, oriented connected Rieman-

nian manifolds without boundary. Let Af = Af, X Af2 be the Riemannian product

of Af, and Af2 with tt a distribution defined by tt(x, y) = Ty M2. Then tt is a parallel

distribution on Af and we write for simplicity tt = TM2. However no element of S

can be constructed in this way. If fact it will be shown that if tt is a parallel

distribution on a product manifold Af, X Af2, and g: Af, X Af2 -^ RN is an isomet-

ric immersion with (Af, X Af2, g, tt) G S then (a) tt is tangent to neither Af, nor
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Af2, (b) g splits as a product immersion g = gx X g2, (c) (Af,, g„ TM,) G S, and

(d) A,(Af,) = A,(Af2) where A,(Af,) denotes the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian on

M,

Proposition 3.8. Suppose (M, g, tt) G S1 ana" A/, X Af2 is a compact, oriented

Riemannian covering space of M with the lift tt of' tt to Af, X M2 tangent to M2. Then

A,(Af, X Af2) < (n2/n)Xx(M), nt = dim Af,..

Proof. Since A,(A/, X Af2) = min(A,(Af,), A, (A/2)) it suffices to show that

A^Afj) < (n2/ri)Xx(M). Let 77 denote the mean curvature normal vector field to the

leaves of tt immersed into Euclidean space by the composition Af, X Af2 —»Af

->* R". If (M, g,TT) G S then jM\-r\\2 dV - (A, vol M)/n which implies

f         \-ajT, jt,      X,(A/) vol(A/, X A/2)
I \t\\  dV2dvx=-.

J M1 X Af2 w

Let h denote the composition Af, X M2 —» Af -»g R^. If we fix a point x G Af,

then /*(;c, ): Af2 -^ RN is an isometric immersion of Af2 into Euclidean N space.

Furthermore it can be shown that the mean curvature normal vector to the leaf of

tt at_y G Af2 is just i\(x,y). Therefore

r        , n r \ r , ,       v>      1 A,(A/,) vol A/, x A/,
/ |rj|2 dV2 dVx= [      j    |rj(x„ x2)|2 dV2   dVx >    lV    2; '-*

-/A/1X M2 JM, [ JM2 "2

by Theorem 3.5. Thus (A,(Af) vol Af, X MJ/n > (A^Afj) vol A/, X M^/n2 and

the result follows.   □

Letting Af = Af, X Af2 yields

Corollary 3.9. (A/, X Af2, g, tt) & S for any tt tangent to M2. In particular

(M, g, tt) G S for M simply connected and dim tt < dim Af.

Proposition 3.10. Given Tti a parallel distribution on Af, with /c, = dim 7r, then

(A/, X Af2, g, ttx + ttJ G S iff:
(a) g splits as a product immersion g = g, X g2;

(b) (A/,., g„ tt,) ^S, i= 1, 2;

(c)A,(A/1) = A1(A/2);

(d) kxn2 = k2nx, «, = dim Af,.

Proof. A routine argument shows that

k] k\ 1-+->-
(kx + k2)2nx      (kx + k2)2n2      ni + "2

with equality iff kxn2 = k2nx. Let g: Af, X Af2 —>R^ be an isometric immersion

with tj, the mean curvature normal vector field to the leaves of w, and 77 =

(kxT]x + k2x\2)/(kx + k^ the mean curvature normal vector field to the leaves of

TTX  +  TT2.

1  12 *i        1    12 , *2       1    12 ,      2kxk2

(kx + k2)2 (kx + k2)2 (kx + kj2
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As in the proof of Proposition 3.8

f |t,2|2 dV2 dVx = \      f  |t72|2 dV2   dVx > (A,(A/2) vol A/, X M2)/n2.

Similarly fMiXMi\rtx\2 dV2 dVx > (XX(MX) vol A/, X MJ/n^ The Gauss curvature

equations imply

„2ki\2 f <*>.> V dV2 dVx = C>0
(kx + k2) jm,xm2

where C = 0 iff <tj„ T72> = 0. If we let A = k2/(kx + ktfnx, B = k\/(kx + k$n2,

then we have a string of inequalities

f |tj|2 dV2 dVx > AXX(MX) vol Af, X Af2 + BXX(M2) vol A/, X Af2 + C
JMX X M2

> AXX(MX X M2) vol A/, X M2 + BXX(MX X M2) vol A/, X Af2 + C

A,(Af, X A/2) vol A/, X M2 K(Mi x ^2) vo1 M\ x ^2
>-+ C ^-.

/j, + «2 /i, + n2

Note in particular that if (A/, X Af2, g, LAf, + TM2) is an element of S then

C = 0, which implies the mean curvature normal vector fields of Af, and Af2 are

everywhere orthogonal. But this implies g splits as a product immersion g = gx X

g2 [5]. Now if (A/, X M2, g, tt, + tt2) G S then (A/, X Af2, g, TMX + TMJ G S so

that g indeed splits as a product immersion. Furthermore all the inequalities above

must be in fact equalities, from which conditions (b)-(d) follow. On the other hand

if (a)-(d) hold then (Af, X A/2, g, ttx + ttJ G S.    □

Corollary 3.11. //(Af, X A/2, g, tt) G S then

(a) g jp/z'ta oj a product immersion g = g, X g2;

(b) (A/,, g„ 7-A/,) G S, i = 1, 2;

(c) A,(A/,) = A.tA/,).

Proof. If (A/, X A/2, g, tt) G 5 then (A/, X A/2, g, LAf, + TMJ G 5 and the

result follows from Proposition 3.10.    □

Example 3.1. Suppose g:S" x S" -» SN(2l/2) is a minimal immersion where

SN(2X/2) denotes an N sphere of radius 21/2. Since A,(S" X S") = n it follows from

Theorem 3.5 that (Sn X S", g, TS" + TS") G S. Thus g splits as a product

immersion g = gx X g2, where g,: S" -» S1*' is a minimal immersion. It follows

from the Gauss curvature equations that g, embeds 5" as a great n sphere in SN'.

Now suppose M = Mx X M2 is a Riemannian product with tt a parallel distribu-

tion on M. Let P be projection onto tt and denote by P, projection onto LA/,. The

image of P, ° P is a parallel distribution on A/, tangent to Af,. Define the function

|P, ° P| by the formula |P, ° P|(/?) = supw_,|P,(P(t;))| where v G L^A/. It is easy

to check that Px ° P(T{XJ/)M) is independent of y and defines a parallel distribution

77, on Af,. Similarly tr2(y) = P2 ° P(T{x<y)M) defines a parallel distribution on M2.

If dim tt = 1 we can strengthen Corollary 3.11 with the following result. (The

proof, similar to that of Proposition 3.10, will be omitted.)
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Proposition 3.12. //dim tt = 1 then (Af, X A/2, g, tt) G S iff

(a) g splits as a product immersion g = g, X g2;

(b) (A/,-, g,, 7r,) G S, where 77, is defined as above;

(c) A,(A/,) = A,(^2>;

(d) |P,. ° P| = («,/«)1/2, n, = dim A/,., n = nx + n2.

Example 3.2. Let Af = R2/Z2 with g: A/->R4 the standard embedding (con-

sidering Af as a product of two circles). Let 77 be the parallel distribution on M

generated by the lines of slope 1 in R2. Proposition 3.12 then implies (A/, g, 77) G S.

As the next result shows this is the typical example of a reducible surface in S.

Theorem 3.13. If (M, g, tt) G S with dim Af = 2 and dim 77 = 1 then M is

isometric to the flat torus R2/a(Z2), a = 2t7/(A,)1/2, and g splits as a product

embedding of M into a 4 dimensional flat of RN. Furthermore tt is generated by the

lines of slope \ or -\ in R2.

Before proving Theorem 3.13 we recall some facts about the Laplacian on a flat

torus. A subgroup T of (R2,+) is called a lattice provided T is generated by two

linearly independent vectors of R2. Given a lattice T, let V* = {v G R2|<t>, vv> is an

integer for all w G T}. Then T* is also a lattice, called the dual lattice of T, and

(r*)* = T. The eigenvalues of the Laplacian on the flat torus R2/r are given by

{A = 4t72|u|2 \v G r*} [1]. In particular A, = 4772|t;0|2 where v0 is a nonzero vector

in T* of minimum length. Furthermore if vv0 G T* is orthogonal to v0 and of equal

length then {t>0, w0} generate T*.

Proof of Theorem 3.13. dim Af = 2 and dim 77 = 1 imply M is flat. Since M is

compact and oriented, M is isometric to R2/T for some lattice T and we write for

simplicity Af = R2/I\ Let p: R2 -h> Af denote the Riemannian covering map with B

the lift of 77 to R2. Assume without loss of generality that B is generated by the

vector field e = (lyfy/dx + (|)'/2a/5>. If (A/, g, 77) G 5 then R2 and the leaves

of B are minimally immersed into a sphere of radius R = (2/A,)1/2 by g ° p: R2 —>

R^. A routine computation shows that the mean curvature normal vector fields of

R2 and the leaves of B must be equal at corresponding points and therefore

II(e, e) ={-(Il(d/dx, d/dx) + II(3/3v, 3/3v)).

By our choice of e we must have H(3/3x, 3/3v) = 0 which implies g ° p splits as a

product immersion [12].

Let G be the subgroup of (R2, +) generated by {(x, 0), (y, 0)|(x,.y) G T). Clearly

T is a subgroup of G. Since g ° p splits as a product immersion and factors through

Af = R2/r, g° p factors through X = R2/G. Since g ° p is locally 1-1 it follows

that G is a lattice with one generator in each coordinate direction and X splits as a

product of circles, Xx X X2. We then have the following commutative diagram:

Pi    ^^j*/-

M-g--     J^VR*

5^ ^-^^h = hx x h2
X = XXX X2
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The distribution B on R2 descends to a parallel distribution 77 on X with

s^tt = tt. Let Tj denote the mean curvature normal vector field to the leaves of 77

immersed into R^ by the restriction of A: X -»R^. If (Af, g, 77) G S and s: M —> X

is an r-fold covering then

XX(M) vol M      (■ , rXx(X) vol X     XX(X) vol M
-r-= I   |rjr dV = r\ In|   dX > -r-=-r-.

2 JM JX l *■

Eigenfunctions of the Laplacian on X lift under s to eigenfunctions on Af and thus

A,(A/) < XX(X). Therefore we must have (1) XX(M) = XX(X) and (2) (X, h, tt) G 5.

Corollaries 3.6 and 3.11 imply G is a square lattice, G = aZ2, a = 2ir/(Xx(M))l/2

and h is a product embedding of X into a 4 dimensional flat of RN. G* is a square

lattice contained in T* and since A,(Af) = XX(X) it follows that G* = T* and thus

G = T.   □

4. Parallel tensors of type (1,1). An important class of Codazzi tensors is the

space of parallel tensors of type (1,1) on Af. Here we study this space in terms of

the de Rham decomposition of Af and derive some related results concerning

Kaehler manifolds.

Definition 4.1. A tensor J of type (1,1) is a Kaehler structure for Af provided

(a) J o J = -/;

(b) <J(X), J(Y)} = (X, Y) for all C°° vector fields X, Y;

(c) VXJ = 0 for all C<*> vector fields X.

Proposition 4.1. If M is irreducible and A is a parallel tensor of type (1,1) on M

then either A = al or A = al + BJ, a, B G R, J a Kaehler structure (depending on

A) on M.

Proof. Assume first that A is skew-symmetric. Since A is parallel, A' is parallel

and thus A' ° A is parallel. If A is nonzero then A' ° A is symmetric positive

definite and the eigenspaces of A' ° A define parallel distributions on M. Since M

is irreducible A' ° A = cl, where c is a positive real number. It is easy to check

that J = c~x/2A is a Kaehler structure on M. For general A, write A as the sum of a

symmetric plus a skew-symmetric tensor of type (1,1).   □

The space Z of parallel tensors of type (1,1) on A/ is a real algebra under the

operations of addition and composition. The next result (which is also proved in

[10]) determines the possible isomorphism classes of Z when M is irreducible.

Proposition 4.2. // Af is irreducible then Z is isomorphic to one of the following:

(i) the real numbers R, (ii) the complex numbers C, (iii) the quaternions H.

Proof. It suffices to show Z is a finite dimensional real division algebra for then

the result follows from the well-known classification theorem of Frobenius. If

A G Z then Ker A defines a parallel distribution on Af. Since M is irreducible

either Ker A = 0 or Ker A = Tp M for all p G Af. Consequently if A =£ 0 then A is

invertible, and since 0 =VXI =\(A ° A~x) = (VXA) ° A~x + A ° (V1"1) =

A ° (VxA~l) it follows that A~l is an element of Z. Therefore Z is a real division

algebra. If we fix a point x G Af, then the linear mapping L: Z^> End TXM

defined by L(A) = Ax is injective and thus Z is finite dimensional.    □
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If Z is isomorphic to C or H then using Proposition 4.1 it is easy to show that the

purely imaginary elements of norm 1 correspond to the Kaehler structures of Af. If

Z is isomorphic to H then, at each point p G A/, TpM becomes a module over H

and thus n = dim Af is divisible by 4. Furthermore there must exist Kaehler

structures J and K on Af with J ° K = -K ° J. As A. Gray [7] has pointed out, this

implies Af is Ricci flat. Consequently if either n is not divisible by 4 or A/ is not

Ricci flat then the space Z is at most 2 dimensional (for Af irreducible).

Suppose now that Af is a Kaehler manifold with Kaehler structure J and Kaehler

two form 4> defined by ®(X, Y) = {X, J(Y)}. If dim Z = 2 and if D is a subgroup

of isometries of Af then f~' ° J ° /„ = ± J for all / G D. Consequently /*<£>2* =

<I>2*, k = 1,2,.... Furthermore we may define a group homomorphism, $: D -*

(-1, + 1}, by/"1 ° J ° f* = ^(f)J. Since the subgroup DJ of D leaving J invariant

is equal to Ker \p, either DJ = D or the index of DJ in D is 2.

Proposition 4.3. Let M be an n dimensional irreducible Riemannian manifold

which is covered by a Kaehler manifold.

(a) If M is compact with finite fundamental group and if either n is not divisible by

4 or M is not Ricci flat then the 4kth Betti numbers of M are nonzero.

(b) If n is not divisible by 4 and M is oriented then M is itself Kaehler.

(c) If n is divisible by 4 and M is not Ricci flat then M is oriented and is either

Kaehler or is doubly covered by a Kaehler manifold.

Proof. Let 77: M-» Af denote the simply connected cover of M with D (^

77,(Af)) the deck group of Af. If Af is covered by a Kaehler manifold N we may

form the tower M —»N —» M and lift the Kaehler structure of A to a Kaehler

structure J on M. Let $ denote the associated Kaehler two form on Af.

(a) 77,(A/) finite implies M is compact and that $2* is a closed nonexact 4k form

on M for 4 < 4k < n. Since f*Q>2k = &k for all / G D, <b2k descends to a closed

nonexact 4k form on Af and thus the 4A:th Betti numbers of M are nonzero.

(b) Choose a volume form dV on Af such that m*dV = 3>"/2. With \p as above,

/*<J>"/2 = xp(f)&n/2. On the other hand, for each/in D,

/*$"/2 = f* o Tr*dV = (77 ° f)*dV = TT*dV = <D"/2

so that DJ = D and / descends to a Kaehler structure on Af.

(c) If n = 4k then/*$2* = <&** for every isometry/of M. Thus the volume form

O2* on M descends to a volume element on Af and M is oriented. Since either

D1 = D or the index of DJ in D is 2 it follows that either M is Kaehler or is

doubly covered by a Kaehler manifold.   □

Corollary 4.4. Let M be a compact irreducible Riemannian manifold which is

covered by a Kaehler manifold. If the Ricci tensor of M is positive definite then either

M is simply connected or ttx(M) = Z/(2).

Proof. Myers' theorem (for the Ricci tensor) implies M is compact and thus any

Riemannian cover of Af is also compact. It follows from Proposition 4.3 that either

M is Kaehler or is doubly covered by a Kaehler manifold. By a theorem due to
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Kobayashi [9], a compact Kaehler manifold with positive definite Ricci tensor must

be simply connected and the result follows.   □

The next result shows that parallel tensors of type (1,1) respect the de Rham

decomposition.

Proposition 4.5. Let M be complete and simply connected with de Rham decom-

position M = M0 X Af, X • • • X Mk and let A be a parallel tensor of type (1,1) on

M. Then A = A0 X Ax X • ■ ■  xAk where Aj is a parallel tensor of type (1,1) on Af,.

Proof. If we fix a point x = (x0, . . . , xk) in Af then TXM may be written as an

orthogonal direct sum, L^Af = 2 7^ where Tx = T Mt. Furthermore

(a) The holonomy group at x, ^(x), is the direct product \p0(x) X • • • X \pk(x)

where \pj(x) acts as the identity on Tx for i =£j and yp0(x) consists of the identity

alone. If v G Tx for / =£ 0 then there exists a G ^(x) with a(v) ¥= v.

(b) If Sx is a subspace of TXM which is invariant under ^(x) then, for each

/' = 1, 2, . . . , k, either Sx is orthogonal to T'x or Sx contains Tx. (Proofs of these

results may be found in [11].)

We first show that Ax carries Tx into T'x for all i. A parallel implies A commutes

with each element of *(x). If v G Tx and a G *(*) then a(Ax(v)) = Ax(a(v)) =

Ax(v) so that Ax: Tx -» Tx. Now A parallel implies Ker Ax is invariant under ~^(x)

so that we may write Ker Ax = V0 + Txl 4- • • • 4- T'x- where V0 is some subspace

of Tx and + denotes an orthogonal direct sum. Clearly Ax: T£ -» T'xr, i = 1, . . . , s.

Consider Tx where j $ (0, /',, . . ., L), If AX(TX) is not orthogonal to T{ then

AX(TX) = T{ since AX(TJX) is invariant under ^(x). Suppose AX(TX) is orthogonal to

Tx. Since / J= 0 if v G Tx then there exists a G ^(jc) such that v ¥= a(v) and a acts

as the identity on the orthogonal complement to Tx. But then Ax(v) = aAx(v) =

Ax(av) which contradicts the fact that Ax is 1-1 on T{. Thus Ax: TX^>TX,

i = 0,l,...,k.

Let y be a path in Af, X A/2 X ■ • • xMk with initial point (xx, x2, . . . , xk) and

final point (x'x, x'2, . . . , x'k). Given x0 G A/0, y induces a path in Af with initial

point (x0, xx, . . . , xk) and final point (x0, x\, . . . , x'k). Let Py denote parallel

translation along this path, and P0 denote projection onto TMq. Then

PoA(v, 0, . . ., 0\Xo,Xl.Xk) = P0PyA(v, 0, . . . , 0)^...,Xk)

= PoAPy(v,0,...,0\Xo,...,Xk)

= /yi(t;,0, ...,0)(w;,...,xa.

Therefore we may define a parallel tensor A0 of type (1,1) on Af0 by A^vx^) =

PqA(v, 0, . . . , 0\XaX> „) where xx, . . . ,xk are arbitrary points of Af„ . . . , Mk

respectively. We similarly construct parallel tensors Aj on Af,, / = 1,2, . . . , k and

it is clear that A = A0 X A, X • • • X Ak.   □

Remarks, (i) If Af is a complete simply connected Kaehler manifold then

Proposition 4.5 implies that each of the irreducible factors of the de Rham

decomposition of Af is Kaehler. Indeed, the proof of Proposition 4.5 is essentially

the proof of the de Rham decomposition for Kaehler manifolds given in [11].
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(ii) Proposition 4.5 may be used to prove the well-known result that a Rieman-

nian manifold with parallel Ricci tensor is locally the product of Einstein mani-

folds.

Proposition 4.6. Let A be a rank r parallel tensor of type (1,1) on a complete,

simply connected Riemannian manifold M. If A has no nonzero eigenvalues and if

either (i) A is normal or (ii) the de Rham decomposition has no Euclidean factor, then

M splits as the Riemannian product M = Nx X N2 with Nx an r dimensional Kaehler

manifold and with A nonsingular on Nx and zero on N2.

Proof. Let Af = Af0 X Af, X • •• X Mk denote the de Rham decomposition of

Af with A = AqX Axx • ■ ■ xAk the splitting given by Proposition 4.5. It follows

from Proposition 4.1 that if Aj is nonzero for some j > 1 then AL possesses a

Kaehler structure and Aj is nonsingular.

Now if L is a normal linear transformation on a finite dimensional inner product

space V, then it may be checked that the orthogonal complement of Ker L is Im L.

Thus on A/0, Ker A0 and Im A0 are two orthogonal parallel distributions with

7Af0 = Ker A0 + Im A0. The dimension of Im A0 is even since the restriction of A0

to Im A0 is nonsingular and A0 has no nonzero eigenvalues. Fix a point x0 G A/0

and let Hx equal the leaf through x0 of Im A0 and let H2 equal the leaf through x0

of Ker AQ. Since Af0 is a Euclidean space it is clear that A/0 is isometric to //, X H2

with A0 zero on H2 and nonsingular on Hx. Hx is a Kaehler manifold since Hx is an

even dimensional Euclidean space. It is now clear how to construct the manifolds

A, and A2 in cases (i) and (ii).    □

In [6] the authors consider the concept of a framed metric /-manifold which

among other things is a Riemannian manifold Af together with a skew-symmetric

tensor/of type (1,1) satisfying/3 + / = 0. A framed metric /-manifold is said to be

covariant constant if a number of tensors including/are parallel. As a corollary of

Proposition 4.6 we strengthen slightly Theorem 14 of [6].

Corollary 4.7. Let M be a complete, simply connected, framed metric f-manifold

such that f is parallel. Then M is isometric to a Riemannian product A, X A2 where

A, is a Kaehler manifold of dimension rank f and f = 0 on N2.
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